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Abstract  

In this work we introduce the concept of fuzzy t – norm metric space              as 

a new study of fuzzy metric which is defined on a fuzzy set instead of a crisp set  , and we 

give some properties of this space. Also we define a fuzzy topology which induces by a 

             and study some properties of fuzzy closed sets in this fuzzy topological space. 
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1- Introduction  

 The concept of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zedeh [1]. The fuzzy topological space 

was introduced by [2]. Kramosil and Michalet [3] was introduced fuzzy metric space which is 

defined on a crisp set   and without using a t – norm function. In this work we introduced a 

new study of fuzzy metric spaces which is called a fuzzy t – norm metric space             . 

We studied some properties this space such as the cross product of two             , 

properties of fuzzy open balls, fuzzy closed sets which are defined on this space. We 

constructed a fuzzy topology which is defined on a             , and study some properties 

of a fuzzy closed sets which are defined on this fuzzy topology. 

 

2.1 Definition [9]: A binary operation                     is a continuous t – norm if it 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(1)   is an associative and commutative. 

(2)   is a continuous. 

(3)               

(4)          Whenever     and                   . 
 

2.2 Examples: (1) let                   , where    is the usual multiplication in 

      then   is a continuous t – norm. 

(2) Let                          

It is clear that   is a continuous t – norm . 
 

2.3 Definition [1]: let   be a universe set.   fuzzy set    in   is characterized by membership 

function                

2.4 Definition [10]: Let                           be a  
 

membership function of              , then for all                        , the 

Cartesian product of                is 

                                                       

2.5 Definition: A 3 – tuple          is called fuzzy t – norm metric space             , 

where    is a fuzzy set,   is a continuous t – norm and   is a fuzzy set on             if 

satisfying the following conditions                 :- 

(1)                         
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(2)                     if and only if              

(3)                                  

(4)                              . (triangle)                     

(5)                      is continuous. 

Where          is a fuzzy in             and which is considered as the degree of 

closeness of   and   with respect to  . 

 

2.6 Remark: In the definition of a            we notice that axiom one is always satisfied 

since in the classical metric space cannot take   and so   cannot take the value of zero. 

Axiom two in the definition gives that when     then closeness of   and   is equal 

          and then                    

 

4.7 Example:Let    be a fuzzy set defined on the set of real 

       number  .  

Now let us define                    and  

         
         

 
     

 

                       We are going to show that          is a 

           

 

Solution: (1) Let            , by remark (2.6),  

                     and     

(2) Now we are going to show that            if and only if 

                      . 

Let        . Then       and then          then 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
   and so 

          . Conversely: 

Let           , then 
 

 
     

 

   then    
     

    

Then  
       

    so   
     

     then  
     

 
   then          

so      , then    . And then             if and only of     

(3) Now to show                                    . 
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Since                       

then                                    

(4) To show                              

                 

       
   

 
        

   

 
        

By dividing the two side of the inequality over      we get 

     

   
 

     

 
 

     

 
 

So  
     

      
     

 

 

 
     

  and since    is an increasing function      , we get: 

 

 
     
     

 
     

   

 
     

  

Therefore                               

(5) Now we are going to show that                      is continuous. 

Let      be a sequence in       and converges to  . ,        . 

       
   

         

In general if we fix        and since    is a continuous function, so          and 

         
     

   converges too  
     

  

Therefore                      is a continuous function, thus          is a            

2.8 Definition: Let          be a           . we define a fuzzy open ball          , when   is 

the center,      and   is the radius,                         as  

            
                         

                                                   
  

 

 

 

2.9 Proposition: Let          be a            and let            and            be open balls 

with same center       and      

                                       then        either             

            or                          
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Proof: Let             and let             and            be open balls in          with 

same center                      . 

Let      , then our assertion is satisfied.  

Now let       and let          , then          . 

Now take             , then                so             , therefore             

           . Its is easy with similar way by letting           to show that  

                         

 

2.10 Remark: (1) Let          be a            and let         

                  . If           then there exist         such that 

                       

(2) Let       then there exist an    such that          and for every    there exist    such 

that                                 
 

2.11 Definition: Let          be a            A fuzzy set    is said to be a fuzzy open set in          

if       , there exist       and     such that                   

 

2.12 Proposition: Let          be a            then every fuzzy open ball is a fuzzy open set. 

Proof: Let          be a           , and let           be a fuzzy open ball in         , let 

            then                        

Now by remark (2.9), there exist        such that 

                    . 

Let                           

Since             , then there exist,               

 

Such that                            

Now for    and                  

Son there exist                   such that  

                 . 

Let                         be a fuzzy open ball. We are going to show that 
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Let   
  be a fuzzy point such that    

                          , then         

 0> 1 

So                                                            

  

Thus    
            , therefore                          . Thus           is a 

fuzzy set in         . 

 

2.13 Definition: Let          be a           , a fuzzy closed ball             where      is 

the center and the radius  ,                    defined as:           

 
                         

                                               
  

 

2.14 Proposition: Let          be a           , then a fuzzy closed ball in          is a fuzzy 

closed set. 

The following proposition shows that if            and            are            then   is a 

           on         when 

                                           . 

 

2.15 Proposition: Let            and            be            then                     

                        

                         respectively, and     is a            on         

Proof: Let            and            be            . We are going to show that  

                                

                                            is a            in        : 

(1)  Since             and              are            then  

                          and thus                       

(2) Now we are going to show that                            if and only if       

and       where  

                       . 

So let                           then       and       
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And so                               and  

                              Therefor                           . 

Now conversely: 

Let                                                    . 

then                                           

                                and  

                                

So                                                                 and so 

       and       Therefore    . 

(3) To show                   we have                         and 

                      .. 

Therefore                           

                                          

(4) Now we are going to show that                                            

                            

Since             and            are            then  

                                        and  

                                         

                                          

Thus                                                      and 

                                                                           

                                                                       

                     

(5) since              and              are continuous with  , then 

                                              is continuous. 

 

3- Fuzzy topological space induces by a            
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3.1 Proposition: Let          be a            then 

   

                                                             

max   such that    ,  ,      is a topology on  . 

 

Proof: (1) to show           

Let      then                            therefore 

                  in   . 

Now let      and                   then               and so       

(2) Let                      and let                 
   
   

 

We are going to show that      

Let   be a fuzzy point, such that             . Then 

                   

Then                                 such that 

                     

Let                and                 then            and       

           

Therefore                                  

And so                        
           

 

   
   

     

We have shown that       

(3) Let                          and let                
   

  

We are going to show       

Let   
  be a fuzzy point, such that            then 

                
               

  and this implies         for some      

and since    is a fuzzy open set in   , so there exist                    

such that  
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Therefore                              
             

    

Thus we have shown that      . And so    is a fuzzy topology on    

 

3.2 Remark: Let          be a            and let    be a fuzzy topology on    then       

   ,  ,     ,  0< <max     ,  >0 Form basis of   

 

3.3 Definition: Let         be a        induced by a                    . A fuzzy set    of    of 

        is said to be fuzzy closed if     is fuzzy open. 

 

3.4 Proposition: Every a            is a Hausdroff space. 

 

Proof: Let          be a            and let             

let     be any fuzzy points in    such that    . So              

now let            for some      . By remark (2.9),      such that      

          then exist                      

let           
 

 
              

 

 
  be a fuzzy open balls, then  

                                           

If not let    be a fuzzy point such that  

                    
 

 
              

 

 
      

that means         
 

 
              

 

 

Now by triangle inequality we get:  

                     
 

 
          

 

 
  

                                 

And this is a contradiction. And thus          is a Hausdorff space. 
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3.5 Definition: Let          be a            A sequence      in     

 

converse to    and only if                    , as           . 

3.6 Definition: Let          be a            a sequence      is called a Cauchy Sequence if 

for each               and    , there exist       such that             

            for each       . 

3.7 Proposition: Let          be a            and let    be the fuzzy topology induced by a 

of.t.n.m.s. and let                 then    is a fuzzy closed if and only if for any sequence 

     in   , coverages to              

Proof: Let          be a            and let    be the fuzzy topology induced by a           . 

Let               . Let             

First said, let    be a fuzzy closed set in   , and let      be a sequence in      

such that         

We are going to show that           . Now let            then there exist       

and     such that                          

By hypothesis      converges to    , so there exist   such that      ,     
 

          . Then     
                      , and this contradicts with our 

hypothesis. 

Second side: Let      be a sequence in    and converges to   , and let            we are 

going to show that    is a fuzzy closed set. Now let           , then we have to show that 

there exist       and     such that                          

Let                                      , then     , let     
 

          
 

 
           , then      converges to   , and this is a condition with our 

hypotheses. 

Therefore           , and so    is a fuzzy closed set. 
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